Presidential Candidates to Their Marks
By BOB BRACKETT
Daily Insestigative Writer
The question, "Who will be the next
A.S. president?" moved another step
closer to being answered Friday afternoon when Election Board Chairman
Bruce Wallisch released the names of
the five latest aspirants.
Two "battlescarred veterans" and
three newcomers graced the list as the
AS, government race began anew for
the second time in six months.
In order of their appearance on the
forthcoming ballot, the candidates and
their running mates are:
The Edwards ticket, as yet on-

named, consisting of presidential candidate James Edwards; vice presidential candidate, John Mew; and treasurer candidate Tim Fitzgerald.
The Aquarius ticket consisting of Jim
MeMasters, Steve Brennan, and Frank
Ifaber.
The Brothers Carry ’em Off, consisting of Paul Cammer, At t Rangno, and
Steven Montague.
The Pace Setters, consisting of Acting President Bill Langan, Jeffrey
Potts. and Dave Anderson.
And The Good, The Bad, And The
Ugly (or The Horn of Plenty I. consisting of Noreen Futter, Mules Alaimo,

All A.s, esecuthe and Aeademic
ll’outtell candidates may pick up
Spartan I/ally Election (’overage
Guides In J(’ 208 if they did not receive one at Friday’s orientation
meeting.

fairness of an appeal that would allow
a lower division student to run, saying, "A decision of that type would be
unfair to other lower division students
who were under the assumption they
could not run."
Langan, then, got a laugh out of the
crowd when he said, "I hope Jim McMasters doesn’t try to delay this election any longer because we want to
take permanent office as soon as possible."
Wallisch ignored Langan’s bit of
"modesty," and told McMasters "Anyone who wanted to could have ion."
The question left unanswered is what
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will happen to the Langan ticket and
candidacy if an appeal blocks Potts’
eligibility. "This will have to lie determined at another time," explained Wallisch.
While he had a vaptive audience,
Wallisch went iwer a number of the
pitfalls in the election code in the hope
of heading off the rash of violations
and charges which have marred other
SJS elections.
Joining Wallisch on the board that
will enforce the election crate this semester are, Tim MeCrone. Carlos Averhoff. Mike Eklund, Ross Woolen, and
Jan Straud,
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Attorney Investigates Election
For State Chancellor’s Office

Sen. Alquist To Speak
Today on Rapid Transit
The emphasis will be on the advantages of mass rapid transit tomorrow
when State Sen. Alfred E. Alquist (DSan Jose)

fieer "would be an upper division student for the majority of his term in
office," Vi,allisch announced that while
anyone would be allowed to run, any
officer who had not attained upper division status by Feb. 20, 1970 would be
forced to resign.
Jeff Potts, treasurer candidate on
the Langan ticket, immediately asked
if the decision could be appealed.
(Potts is believed to he the only lower
division student in the race.)
Walliseh assured the gathering that
"the Judiciary will melt Monday I today( to hear any appeal "
Candidate MeMastets challenged the
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and Steven Burch.
In addition to the executive slates,
Board Chairman Wallisch announced
the names of the five students seeking
the eacimt Academic Council seat.
They are: (also in the order of their
appearance on the forthcoming ballot )
Robert Crocker, Barry Bonifas, James
Eaves, Larry McCloud, and Jose Martinez.
Also announced was, what some candidates termed "an unusual ruling" regarding the eligibility of lower division
students for spots on executive slates.
Explaining the snirit of the Board’s
decision was to insure an executive of-

addresses students in the

Experimental College’s ecological seminar.
The meeting will be at noon in the
Umunhum Room on the third level of
the College Union. Admission is free.
"The Politician’s Responsibility to
the Ecological Crisis," is the title of
the ’Senator’s speech, but, according to
Gael Douglass, Alquist’s administrative
assistant, the majority of it will dwell
on. rapid transit "es one aspect of the
conservation of the environment and
reversing current ecological trends."

Alquist will tie rapid tiansit to
solution of the problems of air pollution, the conservation of land, and urban decay, Douglass said,
Sen. Alquist is a member of the Sentransportation committee and
ate
chairman of the sub-committee on
rapid transit.
He authored Senate Bill 49 last year,
which provided funds for the proposed
Santa Clara Valley rapid transit system.
Alquist has also been active in nearly
all conservation legislation since his
election, and was instrumental in passage of the bill creating the Bay Conservation and Development Commission,

New Door for the College Union
Will Cost an Adorable’ $1200
The College Union Board of Governors has okayed a proposal to install
a door leading from the outside directly into the Associated Student (A.S.)
office in the College Union.
There is no guarantee, however, that
the construction will be underway
soon.
The action was taken at the Board’s
regular meeting Thursday in the Pacheco Room of the Union. The meeting
was brief, since the conflict with Student Council meeting rapidly disolved
the quorum.
The A.S. requested the installation
of the door at the previous meeting.
Union Director Ron Barrett investigated the matter and said it would
cast approximately $1,200.
Assistant Business Manager William
Allison said that there was approximately $100,000 left in the Union build-

ing fund, but it could not be used unless the same builder and architect
that worked on the building were willing to return and install the door.
If the firms are unwilling to do
the work, the money will "go back to
retire the loan" from the government
used to build the Union, Allison said.
The Board voted to add the door to
the other unfinished sections of the
work, and "give it a high priority."
In other actions, the board:
--voted unanimously to allow students’ wedding receptions in the Union
meeting rooms on a "low priority"
basis.
--okayed the use, on a reserved basis, of the fireplace on the first level
for group meetings as long as eating
was restricted to marshmellenvs.
-voted to allow athletic and other
trophies to be displayed in the Union.

Ity JIM D011itiAltiAN
Daily Political Writer

SEN. ALFRED E. ALQUIST
... Seminar speaker

Larry Robinson, attorney from the
Chancellor’s legal staff, was on campus
Friday, interviewing the candidates
from last semester’s election to determine what happened at the election,
chronologically.
Acting SJS President Dr. Hobeit W.
Burns agreed to Robinson’s appearance
which was in light of Bob Kelley’s request at the Board of Trustees’ meeting last week.
Robinson will review and report directly to the Chancell^r and the report will be confidential. He said the
report may be released by the Chancellor, but it will be his decision.
The attorney talked to the candidates

in last semesh Vs election, blit is011id
not say what questions he had asked.
However, the Daily did learn from
some of those questioned that Robinson
asked the students’ impressions of the
structure of the election process.
He also asked if they received any
outside pressure to drop out of the
race this semester. He also questioned
as to the general impression of SJS’
students as to what is happening on
campus.
One of those questioned surmised
that he wanted to find out if there
had been any "hanky-panky" in the
election,
Robinson did say that he asked the
slates questions concerning the whole
election standing. Ile also said that he

Anti -Vietnam Activities Slated Saturday
By RAY GILES
Daily Political Writer
The mounting public war against
US. involvement in Vietnam finds San
Jose the next site for a major campaign.
Saturday the San Jose community
will "vote with their feet" against the
Vietnam war in a peace march from
Park Avenue down First Street to the
steps of city hall. The march has been
planned and organized, along with
rallies before and after the match, by
various peace action groups in the city.
Beginning at 11 a.m, in the empty
lots behind the Civic Auditorium, at
Vine and Park Avenues, bands, including Throckmorton and the Tree of
Life, will entertain readying marchers.
At 12:30, five speakers will "rap"
concerning vat ious aspects I/1 the anti -

war movement. At city hall, two more
speakers will be presented.
The anti -war march itself begins at
1:30. It will leave the staging area, proceed east on Park Avenue to First
Street and then north on First to city
hall.
The marchers will arrive at city hall
at about 2 p.m. There a stage will be
set up in the parking lot just north
of the city hall building. Music will
begin as the parade arrives. The San
Jose Police Department will supply
all electrical power for the bands and
speakers.
The speakers scheduled will include
the Rev. Roy Hoch, from Concerned
Lay and Clergy; Mary Lou Greenberg,
representing Women’s Liberation and
the Bay Area Revolutionary Union and
Steve Hamilton, from the Santa Clara

Labor Council.
Others speaking at the two rallies
will be Mike Torrence, former president of Black Students’ Union (HSU,.
Al Sanchez, from the Mexican-AmeriMASC ) ,
can Student Confederation
Bob Gannon, from Students for a Democratic Society ISDS) and Joe Cole,
one of the Fort Jackson eight.
The ()vent is part of the National Fall
Offensive Against the War. The theme
of the day is "End the War: get out
of Vietnam! All U.S. occupation troops
out of Vietnam, out of Third World
communities, and off campuses."
Saturday’s march in San Jose will
precede Nov. 15 march in San Francisco. The San Francisco march is pat t
of the nationwide action that day
planned to protest US. involvement in
Vietnam.

WIlli1112,
I,
talk to any’ student
Wag
about anytiki.; roneerning the election
"within reason," but had not at that
time.
From his inquiries and from his studies of elect kin procedures, the Associated Students (A.S.) and the Election
Code, he will draw some conclusions
about SJS elections.
However, the attorney said that the
problem may have been solved by the
time his teport is made. "The report
is to a large degree factual. I don’t
think I will recommend changes,"
At the Wednesday Trustee meeting,
Kelley questioned Pres. Burns on his
election decision of this year. Kelley
requested an "investigation" of sorts
into the entire election.
Kelley had asked Burns why he disregarded the decision of the College
Board of Appeals and chose to call for
a special election instead.
He said that all the remaining tickets
had banded together and made a deal
not to run against the "Good Guys"
slate and said that the same thing
could happen following the upcoming
open special election Nov. 12-13.
President Burns defended his decision saying the second recommendation
of the board was outside the confines
of the A.S. Constitution.

Robinson said he was not here in
regard to Kelley’s charges that Dean of
Students, Robert Martin, had threatened Kelley with non-graduation in
January if he continued his statements
on SJS elections.
He did point out that Kelley did not
use the normal procedure to tiling such
charges. The attorney said that in cases
such as Kelley’s, the usual procedure
would be a letter to the college president, who would then probably call an

Opinions Regarding Marijuana Laws

’Grass’ Regulations Seen ’Too Strict’ by Many Individuals
It

SHINAULT
and ROGER KLICISIE
Daily Staff Writers

Photos by BILL RAMBERG
Question: What are your feelings regarding
marijuana laws?

FATHER LAWRENCE LARGENTE,
( ’at hone ehaplain:
’This whole question of marijuana has
to he completely rethoughtthere are all
kinds of prejudices based upon a lot of
misinformation. Our society should he
ready for an open and honest re-evaluation."

IIELE VANNOV, history, freshman:
’I believe that marijuana should be legalized because that way, the syndicate
will stop controlling it and will stop putting
stuff like heroin and ’speed’ into it. It is
no worse than alcohol as tar as the effects
are concerned."

MIKE ALEXANDER, English. freshman:

KATIIV SEVER’, social science, senior:

JOHN SPENSER, sociology, junior:

"World wide marijuana laws are 100
strict, the punishment is worse than the
crime. I don’t feel as if marijuana should
be outlawed, but if society wants to outlaw
it then they should make it a misdemeanor.
not a felony."

"Marijuana laws should be made legal.
I don’t think it is any more harmful than
alcohol. If it were made legal it wouldn’t
Ike as enhancing. It is just like when you
turn 21 it isn’t fun to go out drinking
anymore."

’I think the marijuana lass’s are
strict. It really isn’t that big of a deal I
am against the: law because it is not that
major a crime. Alcohol hulls more prop’,
in the society as a whole than marijuana
does. I don’t co,.demn it."

MAC DYSON, accounting, Junior:

C111(15 SANFILIPPO, New College. freshman:

"Marijuana should be legalized. The
marijuana laws are too strict. The punishment is worse than the crime. There hasn’t
been enough research to say whether it is
had or good for society."

"Marijuana laws are too strict, in fact,
marijuana should be legalized. Society
should concentrate on other social problems
and leave marijuana alone."

PAM TRIPPEI., physical education. senior:
tier or n ot
"I have not yet decided wheth
marijuana should be controlled. But, I do
feel that present laws controlling marijuana are unjust. The penalties are too
strictlong prison terms and finesthey
should be reduced."

HARTAI

GAM’

accounting, freshman:

"The marijuana laws are too stiff. I have
done research ::n the subject and have
found that it isn’t as lethal as other drugs.
In itself it is totally harmless, even more
so than cigarette smoking. I feel it is useful
because it is a good outlet for frustrations."

psychology. sophomore:

feel the enforcement of the laws
should be more rigid. If you are going to
arrest a person you should convict him.
’nil many people get arrested and that is
,s it goes. If you don’t intend to
:a, law yolt shol111111.1 have it."

PLANT, unspecified major, graduate:
believe they should do away with the
present day marijuana laws. Marijuana
hasn’t been proven harmful. All the law is
doing is making criminals out of the
younger generation."
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Editor:
Some of 1.1S evening students are finding it
hard to get our hands on a Spartan Daily.
We pay our fees, too.
It used to be that you could find many
copies aralaid the cafeteria in the evening but
now it seems that they are extra tidy and
dispose of the spare copies before 5:00 p.m.
Maybe you could ask them to leave copies
around so the night students can get them
and keep tip with campus activities.
Or, too, you might hold back on some of the
copies and put them out in the evening.
Lools Casetia
EDITOR’S NOTE: In line with this request,
a stack of spartan Dailies are now tieing
Waved at the south entrant... to the Jour nausea Riciltliog
11:1 after 1:30 p.m.

Eorei n
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(int iss ions

Editor:
To Chancellor Dumke:
I am writing to you at the request of the
execut be commit me of Al."1’ I meal = 1364 San
Jose State College. We are deeply disturbed
that elimination of new foreign strident admissions is being seriously discussed as a
means of meeting the budgetary restriction
problems confronting the C’allfornia State
College System.
We recognize that the budget for the state

(kilit’Cli 111111111y from taxes paid by
Iii’.’
II’.’ idents of the State of California and that
these residents and their dependents are entitled to the highest quality of education
which the State Can reasonably afford.
Those of us who know the foreign students
from our contacts in the classroom recognize
that their active presence on the campus adds
greatly to the educational environment and
that without them %ve could easily become a
provincial four-year community college.
The foreign students bring with them into
their classrooms different points of views,
different interpretations of accepted values,
and different religious and cultural heritages.
In an academic community where a free spirit
of inquiry is necessary for the success of its
educational mission, the foreign students by
their differences from the California residents
provide stimuli to their fellow students as
they ask for explanations of those things we
neglect, or take for granted.
It is our belief that the foreign students on
our campus are a vital and indivisible constituent of a healthy student body and that they
cannot be isolated and placed in order of pHority in a list requesting urgently needed
funds for such items as band uniforms, landscaping and parking garages.
We respectfully request that in your deliberations these foreign students he treated as
neces.sary to the academic community and not
as a luxury which can he cut out to achieve an
economy.
David T. Mage, President
AFT lAilia 1
1362

"Sole" Impression
Editor:
As far as I’m concerned David Palmer’s sole
impression of the Spartan Daily is vet), "sole"
indeed( I too, came to San Jose State to concentrate in reporting and editing but knowing
very much about the reputation of the. Journalism Department since I’ve lived in San Jose
all my life.
Mr. Palmer is a very self-contradictory person, First he says it’s too had the college
patxrr isn’t written for the students. Then he
doesn’t want anything written that is of interest to SJS students in particular I like the
parking problem or the Langan-McMasters
controversy
Open your eyes, Mr. Palmer, because the
Spartan Daily HAS been concerning itself
with such matters as the war and the Reagan
administration or haven’t you been reading?
My advice to you Mr. Palmer is
if YOU’RE
so much wiser than the rest of us; if YOU
want change so much more than the rest of
us: if YOU’RE part of a new generation that
we’re not a part of; then write YOUR OWN
newspaper and prove it to us!
Ellen Jo Boyd
A11257

dmeerTC
’ round"
Editor:
The College community can not be permitted to degenerate into a breeding ground
for political action. No political act, eo ipso,
guarantees its own justice, prudence, desirability, or economic feasibility. This is adequately demonstrated by the ’vinous foreign
policy we have been following. It is, thus,
abundantly clear that every political decision,
and all political action must he stittordinated
t*, what is inn, and good. And inasmuch as a
college community is the institution established to investigate truth and goodness above
all else, every political act must he subordinated to the ends of the college. But since
acts of this type presume some excellence,
rather than investigate it, they can have no
place in a college community?
William 0, thittnnger
C00247
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Cotirt’s toloo eisily roiling making it legal
to hate -pornograpli- iii the "priacy of
’s I
but illegal to buy it ... %lean m bile, the marijuana plant in the office of
Police Chief Hay Illackfitorf. has grown to
licalthy three feet tall. Should me make
a citizen’s arrest? ...
C
Aeade
’ii. wit
i 1.5 en a vote,
:welded a liaison committfa recommendation 11
has that .
her convocation for
the Not ember Vietnam Moratorium would
Is- "mend
g- it. \o e ...... nem from Acting Pre-. Hobert Horns. who was praised
for stt-pending classes for, the Oct. 15
Nloratorium :mil mho opposed the war in
his veech then. Perhaps the president was
too Ittm:y preparing Barracks 13 for the
recruiters. who were here
last wef-k.
Pres. \ixon’s only allempt to live up to
his lauttorder promises in the election, as
me all mell know. has been the ol.frt-lived
-Operation Intercept.- It shows, too. FBI
record- for the first half of 1969 indicate
crime up
per cent....
Laugh of the year: .-tinient government.
11111 s,,ui ani to cr5 when you think about
what (amid loo. done with the S665,451.7.1 it
controls. About $375111111 of that c ..... es
from A.S. carol sales. I wonder if A.S.
woulditt get itself together if students
threatf.fied to boycott yard sales?
’1\ e are the Enemy, parts II and 111: The
gust imint ci ai rnn 25.000 men have been
withdraan from Vietnam, with another
35.1100 to go by Ihcenther. But somehow
the figurf.s show that the peak troop number jut N itinant was 537.500 in July, and
today 526.500 are still there. No draft
calls in November and almost none in
December. but apparently that’s because
70 per cent more men have lieen drafted
laiwten J
and Octoln-r than in the
same span of 1%8 . . . Meanwhile, the
government has wen fit to take cyclamates
off the market. Dangerous to our health,
)*know
\u !MC’S saying, but rumor has it that
SI million -plus was Cs prink(’ On our
abortfal
puter registration system ...
And Ronald Reagan, who once played the
part of a student opposing the Trustees,
says "only the details rentain to be worked
out"’ fill a tuition plan for state colleges
and unitersities. Reagan didn’t explain
why tuiti llll opposed hy California academia for a century, is now so necessary.
He might have notf41, for instance, that
lie himself cut the unit ersity budget $U
million below last year’s, creating a need
things along,
for other flunk . . .
Ii.’ %pima! 17 bills designed to aid higher
education this legislative term ...
FOOliball is "war without killing.’" says
Max Rafferty. calling the sport "America
itself.- Ile would probably get agreement
from S.’S Coach "Papa- JO(’ McMullen.
Al the Orientation Camp at Asilomar back
in September, Papa Jon answered a questioner who wantf.il to know how football
III in with the ideals of peacf and love by
telling a story of how he showed affection
for his dog. Fang. -The dog made a mess
where it shouldn’t hate. So 1 called out,
’ ! V hen he did I hit that flog
Fang. e
as hard as
hit anything in my life.
And that.- lif-anted Papa Joe, "was the
grfatf.st a llllll int of love I’ll ever show
that flog.’"
I’d close by saying "Po-ace.’ but I don’t
want to be an "impudent snob.- ...

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Marsha Green, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m, in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use of
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

Alex Bell’s
Invention
Tortures

’Richard Fills the Bill’
1

By CBI
EtANs
Dully Campus Life Editor
With all due respect to the
genius of Alexander Graham Bell
the te,ephone has yet to be
equalled for its uniqueness as an
instrument of torture.
Unparalleled

for its

conveni-

ence. the telephone is ever more

Narcisse Speaks
Tonight in Union
"King" L. It. Narcase, dominating factor in the upward trend
of registration among the blacks
in the South, will lecture tonight
at 7 in the College Union’s Loma
Prima Risco.
Narrisse, who preaches at the
Mt. Zion Spiritual Temple in
Oakland, is the founder and
leader of his religous organization.
The evening’ free event, sponsored by the Black Studies Department and open to the public.,
will also feature the choral music
of the combined choirs from the
Mt. Zion Temple.

At Child Care Homes

Readiness Skills Emphasized
liltOoKE !shooks
Staff
riter
One

pt,gralll

gin

.1?!1/ hi’

HeildStall

.1.flt.

,1,.
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CTA Pushes Half-Half
Public School Funds

It has infiltrated our homes
and spread its web of influence
over our lives. No one is free
from its insistent braying

By OALE SMILEY
Dully railhead Writer
The 170,000-member California
Teachers Association (CTA ) will
decide this Friday and Saturday

TRAINE)
It has us well traincsi. When it
rings we jump. When it’s quiet
we worry ourselves with the
foundless fear that we’ve been
forgotten
cut off from the
world.
How could people use before
there were phones? imagine,
being without Dial-a-Prayer!
Wouldn’t you just go insane
If you didn’t have a bored sir,
telling you "The time is . .
One just hasn’t lived until a
complete stranger calls up at
three o’clock in the morning to
tell you he’s lonely and need:
someone with whom to talk. ::
ri ’ii
someone’s secretary puts
hold and goes to lunch.
A person’s day just wiiuitin’t
be the same unless he tried to
call his next door neighbor and,
after dialing a string of numbers
a foot long, got someone in Richmond, Va.
--.

THIRSTY PHONE
But it’s not all bad. When a
telephone booth swallows a few
extra dimes the telephone company will cheerfully send you
one of its infamous five-cent
checks, which cost them about
20 cents to send (no wonder
phone bills are so high) and is
guaranteed to double any bank
teller over with laughter when
you try to cash it.

lby

the Lion -Hearted seems also to have captured the A.S. presidency. However, his regal pose above does not denote his

of the child psychology class at
the Children’s House, on Ninth
Street. which is a child rare
center, :mai at three centers located in San Jose. These centers
are provided for those children
who come from low-income families.
Ihe venters operate five days a
week, and the sessions are held
for half days. The centers are
[water( at La ’Prinidad Methodist (’hunt on King Rood. the
Salvation Army on Fourth Street,
and
the
Mexican
American
Community Organization Center
on Bird Avenue.
There are 90 students participating in the program for class
credit. They strive to teach the
children manlier concepts, color
concepts.
brims discrimination,
language skills, and listening, to
aid them in paying attention in
class.
The prime concern of the students is to teach the children
learning as apposed to free play,
as is taught in many nursery
schools. According to Dr. Malinruts, "the child from a low-income

family has enough free play at
home. They don’t get enough
school readiness skilk at home,
so they start school unprepared. The children are recruited to
the centers by handbills, which
are passed out in the neighborhoods near the Centers. Them
are about 12 to 15 children per
center.
Some of the children coming
to the centers can’t speak a word
of English, because they live in a
home where only Spanish is
spoken. The experience and learn.
ing they receive at the center is
a great help to children, Dr.
Medinnus explained.
In one instance, it is helpful
for the parent. At the La Trinidad
Center, one of the mothers comes
with her child in order to learn
English.
The pre-school years are a
critical time for a child. If in
th,ise years he is not exposed to
the things that most children
from middle class families are
exposed to, he will begin ea u
frustrated student. The centers
show the value of such a Prolfmn

support in the first
the
iimendments are in it (era;
for
21 Providing
(nintinuing increases of $100 to $150 million
in support, depending on student
enrollment and inflation;
3) Shifting the local !erectly
tax to the broader base of the
state non-property taxes (state
participation in financing the
schools has now dipped tri ;i5 per
cent, from 47.5 per cent 15 years
ago).
41 Providing minimum guaranteed state support levels to all
ROUND TRIP
school districts.
RTN. JAN. 3
LV. DEC. 19
Jack D. Rees, (’TA executive
LV. DEC. 20 RTN. JAN, 4
secretary, believes that the initiative proposal is the insist sii’ROUND TRIP
nificant one in the 106-year history of the association.
LV. DEC. 19 RTN. JAN. 4
THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF,
"The pmposal. if stirce,isfill.
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
would put an end to the
Se110,11
fitlatIrtr,
as an annual
For
Reservation
information Phone (415) 392.8513
political foothall in Sacrament." sic
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
declares Rees.
Charter Flights
’Responsible leaders of the
1P)7) Market St., San Francisco 94103
Democratic and Republican parPlease mail me information for flight
ties have called for years for :1
Name
fifty-fifty sharing of the public’
Address
school costs between the
4.
Phone
s: State
property taxpayer and the
’’ef,,--tolininrice590440001006094WeleSrecThe proposed initial
W411111
provide for just that. It could
also guarantee meaningful property tax reduetion for millions of
Californians who fully merit it."

Jet Charter Flights

$$

NEW YORK

$135

LONDON

$249

Spartan Daily ClassifiedsLike Having
A Personal Salesman Ring 23,000 Doorbolls

political ambitions. "I arn not, nor will I be a candidate for A.S.
president," Richard barks
honest

politically,

"though I may accept an

draft."

Now the phone company wants
to build television screens into
the phones so that people can
see how dripping wet you are
when they rout you from the
shower with their untimely call
Will there ever be any peace?

Music
with
Muscle
from
Memphis!

Reserved Slots;
Two Hours Only
Thou shalt not iiir k I,

1

BESIDES CAPTURING the hearts of students visiting the Associated Students (A.S.) area of the new College Union, Richard

whether it will spearhead a constitutional initiative to shift 50
per cent of public school financial
support to state non-property
taxes.
The decision will be made at a
semi-annual meeting of the 457member State Council of Educadon, CrA’s policy -making body,
at the Biltmore Hotel in Los
Angeles.
The question on whether to
spearhead the initiative drive
and the details of proposed
amendments of Section 6, Article
IX of the State Constitution are
expeeted to be brought before the
Council by (iA’s Financing Pub.
lie Education Committee.
Loral Cl’A chapters are now
"feeling the pulse" of their membership to see if the teachers are
willing to circulate petitions for
an election in 1970 and willing to
finance the campaign.
Among the major points of the
proposed initiative are:
1) Restoring the 1953 concept
of 50-50 state and local support
of public schools, with an increase
of $500 to $550 million in state

III

program of tutoring pre-,:hool 11110mn school readiness skiik a v
being accomplished as
class.
The ,’lass is Mild psychrilo.5
taught Ie !
’rime stedinnus.
’’Project

ingenious as a trouble-maker.
For every two times it serves
as a useful means of communication, the telephone dispenses one
wrong number, three husy signals.
a die-hard salesman, a very on:
funny practical joker and to
pestering surveys.

SPASM( *AI-11

Monday, November 3, 1969

iii,,.

than two hours in the reserved
parking slots on the right side of
the first floor in the Seventh St.
parking garage.
That’s the word from Dr. Marshall Miller, pmfeasor of elementary’ education and a member of
the Campus Parking Committee.
Dr. Miller said the par I;
slots are reserved for supervkirs
who will he needing them often
now,

Stringent enforcement, ineludMg the issuing of citations, will
begin today.

the

GASOLINE
Regular

(95

Octane)

27.9
30.9
Ethyl (100+

BOOKER T. &THE M.G.’s
FUNKTION

Octane)

serve yoursell and save
only at

Puritan Oil Co.
6th & Keyes
4th & William

CELANESE FORTREL makes the difference
in these lean line, uncommon slacks that never need
pressing. In a wide choice of colorfully correct
patterns. In fabrics of Fortrel polyester and cotton.
For your nearby store write Don Duncan,
Box 2468, South San Francisco, Calif. 94080.

CACTUS CASUALSfi
Fottrela a a trademark of ricer

industries, Inc.

Why don’t you Funktion with Booker T and the M.G.’s? Also available
on Stereo 8 -Track Cartridges and Cassettes. Stax Records, A Division of
Paramount Pictures Corporation, A Gulf + Western Company.

‘I.yi .1 iy Nnvernber ^ lnr,n
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Watermen
Spartan
Spartan Gridders Surprised as New Mexico Split Weekend Bill

Rebounds To Capture Homecoming Victory
11 ht:VIN OM 14
Daily swats Udioe

something a little dilleuentlY
while dropping its sixth game ut
the season in seven tries Saturday.
The Spartans were leading
/IN 50,)

MOONLITE:

STUDIO
r.1 01.
0.154I AC

AUTO sA0Vit
"A lyric, tragic song of the
reseal -4th TURBULENT

r CA
"ANYONE
CAN PLAY"

SJS has played poorly in several games this season but it has
never blown a 14 -point lead and
ii, it been able to bounce back.
Frank Slaton senrod three
touchdowns for the Spartans and
sophomore Larry Barnes added
three extra points and a 24-yat’d
field goal for all the SJS scoring.
San Jose had little tiouble
moving the ball on the ground.
but its passing game was something else.

RI
eeir
Peter FONOA
STUDIO
Hie i:4S

New Mexico 21-7 and then everything went wrung as the Lobos
puilt _1 together to top the Spartans ’27-24 at Spartan Stadium
bet.ac a Homecoming crowd uf

COLN
MOON. ’1E

LIPPI INJURED

mal.
’THE YOUNG I
RUNAWAYS

I.KtiegeteateeyieTAReeeKeeleseesey.’

Junior Ivan fame a ho :sussed
three days of practice this yve-li
of an injory in the Ws missed most of the
5 o It a la iv! in furya nd

suphornore Pat Casey could nut
move the Spartans.
Shortly after UNA was injured, Glenn Massengale. who has
never missed a game since high
school days because of an injury.
lett the game with a bruised
thigh.
O POINT
%YU h half the backfield out of
action, the Lobos got a psychological advantage and turned it
into 2o straight tioints before
Barnes’ field goal,
Casey threw six of the Spartans’ seven interceptions two of
those were picked off by right
safety Jay Morrison in the corner of the Spartans’ end zone
ahead of SJS’ Butch Ellis.
S.IS took a 14-0 lead into the
second quarter. They forced New
Mexico to punt for the third
traieht lime when suddrnly a
good defense turned into seven
points for the Lobos.
Sophomore Al Harris fumbled
the bail on the nine and the ball
Si as tutuvered by Trim Mellee in
the end zone for a totiehdown.

Lots of Fre

Open

Coen Nights
Monday eh..
Teursday
A I Ciiiy Saturgf

Until 9:00 P.M.

SLATON TOP HI*NNER

11-2 P.0.1c
3305.

Tonight

The Spartans bounced bark,
moving the ball at will on the
ground for 79 yards in 10 plays
I,,- a 21-7 lead.

10th

286-0930
SAN JOSE

They accumulated 260 yards in
So carries for the day with Slaton’s 113 yards in 29 carries the
loaf shiaslmr of the runners.
editeh Rudy Feld after the game

that the key was when Massengale and Lippi could not return
to action, Lippi had the doctor’s
okay to play but McMullen said
Lippi was punchy when he talked
to him.
Massengale, who joins Dave
Chaney and Larry Stonebarger
on the injured list, said he "would
he back" but the doctors say it
wouldn’t be next week against
Brigham Young,
Dr. Martin Treat, the SJS team
physician. said that Stonebarger
is recovering rapidly from a
shoulder dislocation suffered
against Wyoming and may be
ready next week.
McMullen pointed out that one
of the major turning points in
the game was a blocked field
goal attempt by Barnes from the
32 lide in the second quarter.
KICK DEFLECTED
Junior Brian Barnard intercepted one of Rocky Liing’yi
passes on the 39 and raced to the
10 with seven seconds left in the
half. A clipping penalty movrel
the ball back to the 25 or, hem
Barnes attempted the kick. The
ball was deflected by a Lobo lineman at the line of SeriMMil’.
but the ball still had the distanc.
as it sailed about a foot undci
the uprights.
SJS reserve fullback Frank
Weirath carried the ball fly..
times for 53 yards and came
within one man of going all tho
way on two different kickoff occasi..n,
"II , \ times you lose, lae

when you lose to a team that
isn’t that good, it has to hurt
the team’s morale," said a dejected but poised McMullen after
the game.
COACH DISPLEASED
McMullen was displeased with
the way SJS threw the ball. -We
just don’t throw the ball with
authority."
And how right Papa Joe was.
Casey had two passes intereepted in the end zone that could
have been teedees, several incomplete passes in the flat with receivers wide open and he didn’t
11,10 to a big rush that leaked
throireh the Spartans’ offensive
line like a sieve.
"Long and No. 27 (John Stewart I were ,ridi ballplayers," said
McMullen.
Stewart caught the Spartans’
defense relaxing and hauled in a
60-yard TIT pass from Long while
the quarterback fooled the Spartans on several occasions on the
option out of the "Wishbone T."

Intramural
Notes
On Page 6

-.1....1 i C.. ,
Despite suncriiii; their first los: oi
elation season, the Spar tan water polo squad played well itt a weekend split.
Friday afternoon the Slam t..rts shopped an overtime itiateh to Long
Beach State, 11-8, but bourieed back to e kJ. 1.7E1 -Santa F1arbanis.
in a Saturday skirmish. Both contest, um. played at DeAnzie liege.
After falling behind 8-4 at the .11.1 of lice’s quarters against Long
lath ti 111:111C1’ I ally to knot the
Beach, SJS CaMP up %Oh
count 8-8 at the end of regulation
However. the 49en, held the Spailans to lust one shot attempt itt
the overtime period while scoring three goals themselves to nab the
triumph.
Bill Gerdts led the scoring with three goals while Craig Sprain
added two for the Spartans.
Gerdts ciente up with another superb offensive effort Saturday in
the Spartans’ win over Santa B ci 5th,. -: .ring all fiver goals to over.1.
come a three-man Gaurno -.. a .1,
1-1 l’i .5.5 ie.-oral with three regular
The victory left S.IS with
season games remaining.
Itie Spartan defensive stondrarts
Stan Weiss and Ed Sanyo.
the
in the Santa Barbara comity -1. holding the Gauchos scorel. first and third periods.
The Gauchos rallied in ill. I bial stanza
quite catch the Spartans, solo. receivtd three of Genii
third period and single tallies in the rwerind and fottru,
’rite weekend split left the SliallialS With a 7-5 coil iii

for

Boaters Triumph, 10-1;
Face Broncos Tonight
SJS’ soccer squad invades Buck
<haw Stadium to play cross-town
ii il Santa Clara University at

!stunt and fusels s IAuihm DeFelice
r.
one, his first of the

urday in Moraga.
The Broncos, who shutout the
Spartans’ highly potent attack in
the first half of last year’s 3-0
loss, always seem to be up for
SJS and come through with a top

OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT
BACKS U OUR PROMISES
ALCO GUARANTEES
LOWEST PRICES!

ALCO IS THE FACTORY WARRANTY STATION
for virtually everything we sell. You have no worries about your
purchase being sent to a service center that will treat you as a
number. Your smallest problems will receive the prompt, personal attention you deserve. We feel our customers are our most important product. Makes sense for both of us!

SONy,

711,4111M71,

If your Alco purchase is advertised
locally at a lower price within 90
days. bring in the newspaper ad.
Alco will cheerfully refund the difference.

effort.
1.:’
SCU, in aecumulating
record, has allowed only
ponent,. UST.’ and Air Foi.
seore more than three :44,
against them. That record imatily due to Jack Zwissi
i.
forts, an all -conference
team selection at goalie, 1.i.i
season.
Other top performers for lbBronciA are co-captains C11.1.l .1,
Aretujo leenter-forwatd
Linedecker I forwardi
fullback A. J. Hart,
The Spartans Cimv.IY, I
11...
nearly one-third of theii
at-goal in toying with SI. 51,1y ’to gain win number eight Sam, day.
Five SJS players contributed lo
the seining. with ’Mani Ile,.
dez’ four, Fiamid Saediati
and Art Itornswinkers two ..
showcasing the Spartan attack
Fladi Ghalouri also ..11111..-1 cii

SONY’S TINY
CONTRIBUTION TO THE
LUNAR MISSION

II

SOLID STATE 8-TRACK STEREO
CARTRIDGE RECORDER

$13500

p41

It fits into
e se carrying
case, operas
I its own batteries or
external power, and records or i
lour trocl. stereo at
the push of a button! Small and i.gbr enough to go anywhere, the Sony 124 -CS is a precision highavielay stereo
system that you con use for business or pleasure, ofi ,, s.r.
on the rood, Cassettes play oil 1o2 boors. Esterno;
.
,-.
con be separate

CSA
home Soo
cenknot
4114.14e

MASSEY
Services Inc.

We Love need for
MI office skills
111 W. St. John 798-5667
ColniTI unity
IPdq.
Suie 510
An Eytai
Opportunity Employer

ouBt ppe

Now you can own the same tape
recorder selected by NASA for the
Apollo Luna Exploration Program,
theSonwSuperscnpe Model 50
Cassette Corder’. The Model 50 it r
dependable marvel of miniaturization.
Small enough to fit the palm of your
hand, the Model 50 even nasa
built-in microphone tor added
versatittv aet

$1195

LOS ALTOS
4916 EL CAMINO
(SOUTH OF SAN ANTONI01
948-8273

297-0463

$ 6.95

(1)

SPARTAN SPECIAL BRIAR (PIPE)

(1)

PIPE CLEANER CLOTH

1.00

(1)

PIPE CLEANER BRUSH

.25

(1)

PIPE NAIL

(1)

PIPE

(2)

PIPE CLEANERS

(1)

PIPE SWEETENER

(1)

PKG.

.25

(TAMPER)

1.00

REAMER
(PKG.)

.30

(BOTTLE)

.30
510.05

EXTRA SPECIAL
.42

CREST PIPE TOBACCO

$10.47

Value

STUDENT PRICE -S7.00
CAMPBELL
1625 CAMPBELL
(OPPOSITE KIRK WOOD PLAZA!
379-7219

SAN JOSE
80 S. 2nd OR 79 S. 3rd
297 7111
PARKING TICKETS VALIDATED

5

V

ienp

3 DOORS NORTH OF PENNEY’S

ANL

11950

Try

45 N. 1st ST.

Now you can tape and play bock your own 8 -track
stereo cartridges for the price of the cartridge alone.
Tape anything from music to school lectures, and
play them at home, in the car, boat or plane. This
complete recording -playback system instantly connects to any sound source for direct recording. Also
operates with microphone. Sonymatic recording control ensures perfect recordings every time. Other features include automatic shut-off, stereo headphone
jack, and eortridle nliqnment indicator.

NEW SONY 124-CS
COMPLETE CASSETTE
STEREO TAPE SYSTEM

WHAT!
You still don’t
have a job?

STUDENT P/PE SPECIAL

You never heard it so good

TIN

I fenry t’:unticho’s junior
lers upped their sea I -I is ith a 6-0 win
I
lay, Freshmen
.liano and
ith three.

-I

8 p.m, tonight following an easy
10-1 victory over’ St. Mary’s Sat-

)Ifer !.nnil

Nn 1111

/tic In a -11111e111
CONGR ATM ATIONS TO JIM DR!VON OF 62 50. 13f .1
ST. FOR WINNING OCTOBER’S DRAWING. COME IN
AND PICK UP YOUR BRAND NEW 515.00 PIPE

I’ll;

SJS Gives Handicapped Kids Early Holiday
By MARK LO WE
Daily staff Writer
.,.en though most of them
couldn’t remember what Ilalloween v’as like last year, the children at the Santa Clara Valley
Medical Center knew their "ghost
and goblins- day last week was
different.
Fur the handicapped kids at

the pre -nursery hearing clink.
and the bedridden children who
spent the "holiday" in the pediatric wards in the hospital on
S. Bas,san Avenue were lucky
enough to have the candy brought
to them.
Sponsored by Delta Zeta Sorority and joined by the SJS Air
Force ROTC. a pre-Haloween

GYPSIES AND WHATEVERSA pre -Halloween party was given for children in the prenursery hearing clink at the Santa Clara Valley
Medical Center Thursday by the Delta Zeta
Sorority and the SJS AFROTC. Serving in the
punchline are Marti Heembrock, Linda Shaffer,

party and tour of the Center was
given Thursth* and Friday.
"Acisirding to the teachers. it
was very successt4 All the
motheis really enjoyed it and
tIn’ kids cried when we left,"
Linda Shaffer, DZ chairman of
the event. said after the party
on Halloween eve.
Amidst streams of orange and

Letitia Showen, and Carol Duval. The children
in the hearing center learned "how to trick-ortreat," besides practicing other more familiar
thingslike eating cookies, drinking punch and
popping balloons.

black crepe paper. the children at
the hearing school carved pi.unpkins, twisted animal balloons.
and left their mothers hands to
march in a "trick -or-treat" line
around the playground.
Brenda Jobe. supervising teacher at the clinic, said that while
1110st of the 40 children in the
program -are aware of sounds.
they are all either deaf or hard
of hearing."
Thy are learning at the schenl
how to listen for sounds, to tell
colors and numbers and to speak.
"At home, we have the mothers
point out to their child when the
vacuum cleaner is on, where the
sound is coming from, a dishwasher, an airplane going over, a
telephone
just making them
,ware of sounds," she explained.
Although many of the children
were aided
hearing amplifiers
at the party, they, like 5-year-old
David, had a "fine" time "playing
I I a lloween."
There were others, however,
like Paula, who could "only"
laugh and smile at the funnily dressed people giving her candy
and punch.
A cerebral palsied child, she
has only been in the school a
couple of months. She has no use
of her limbs and hasn’t yet
learned to talk.
The non-profit school is headed
by a team of county dortors i Institute for Medical Research
and supported by a DZ Alumni
group.
The campus house of the sorority, whose national philanthropy is hearing, became involved
through their "alums."
Miss Jobe said the school in

past years "lISLIall had a little
party’ in the morning, but nothing
as big as this."

I

,

Om

both

l)7,

IIIISS

all

Nliss Shaffer also said that the
sorority rhapter is prtnning I.
send is,. to Navajo Indians ill
rirona and New Mexico itui’l ii
Christmas.
"But that’s not going to be it
personal project. L’il also like to
get another party like this only
at Christmas so that we ran ae.
tually relate with the childen,"
she said.

By JANICE DITTRICH
The new San Jose State College Sierra Club is not just a hiking club, conservation group, or
anti-pollution group, but all three
and much more. The SJS Sierra
Club is the first foul -year college
conservation group in the nation
affiliated with the national Sierra
Club.
The club meets on Wednesday
evenings in the College Union.
.John Stanley, lecturer in biology,
is the adviser.
The SJS Sierra Club has the
same policy as the national Sierra Club, to preserve and enjoy
the out-of-doors, yet the members of the college group are
givxen autonomy from the national Sierra Club to plan their
own conservation projects and
outings.
GRASS ROOTS
SJS Sierra Club president Bob
Waters says about the group, "I
want people to become involved
in grass-roots conservation. We
can do this by looking in our own
community to see what can be
done."
One project the SJS Sierra
Club hopes to tackle is cleaning
up Coyote Creek which runs
through Kelly Park in San Jose.
Bob explains that the city council has been contacted, ’’hoping
that they will make available
trucks to haul away tires, grocery carts, and everything else
we pull out of there."
This semester the Sierra Club
members in San Jose will also be
trail building in Big Basin, Last

OH, SO
GOOD!

RECREATION
Sierra Club members enjoy
the out-of-doors by such recreational activities as camping trips.
picnics, back-packing trips, rock
climbing, skiing, hiking, and river
touring. SJS students are invited
to participate in these activities,
as well as the conservation projects, whether they are active
members in the national Sierra
club or the San Jose Sierra Club.
Two junior colleges in the Bay
Area are also affiliated with the
national Sieera Club, In February, 1967, the conservation group
at the College of San Mateo was
chartered as a Student Regional
Group of the Loma Prieta Chapter of the Sierra Club. The CSM
Sierra Club was actually the first
college campus Sierra Club in
the nation.
Fewer than 10 students from
the original CSM Sierra Club
have organized the San Jose
State College Sierra Club which
had its first meeting Oct. R. Approximately 45 SJS students attended.
REDWOODS
The conservation work accomplished in the CSM Sierra Club
concentrated on projects such as
saving the redwoods in Northern
California, saving Grand Canyon,
and stopping bay fill.
The colle7e Sierra Clubs must
follow a constitution approved by
_ .

the Loma Prieta Chapter of the
Sierra Club in February, 1967.
The constitution is structured so
that the officers and members
are able to accomplish what they
want with the least amount of
trouble.
There have been a few modifications to the constitution since
Iwo new campus dulls joined the
Student Regional Group since
1967. Canada College students in
Redwood City, with the help of
CSM Sietra Club members, started a Sierra Club in the fall of
1968 and now San Jose State students have started one this fall.
When the college Sierra Clubs
want to do projects together, a
Regional Group Executive Committee will co-ordinate the clubs.
On the committee are the president and conservation chairman
of each of the three college Sierra
Clubs.
REGIONAL GROUP
The Student Regional Group is
now the one group in the na-
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Sri A. Aiexandrou
70 Hawthorne Way

286-Scie37

tional Sierra Club which is not
geographically centered, since
San Jose Sierra Club members
would not be included in the
Loma Prieta Chapter. As more
colleges start Sierra Clubs, the
constitution for the colleges will
again be modified and the Student Regional Group will probably be broken into smaller units ,
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

WORK OF KIDS As Billy
could tell you, cutting pumpkins is hard work and this
Halloween was no exception,
as far as the orange vegetables were concerned. Even
though "many of the moms
had to help," the 15 pumpkins
brought by the sorority were
quickly turned into jack-olanterns.

’9ƒ11110MIA,

Co of Bolfolore, MO

Members of the SJS Sierra
Club, called associate members.
are encouraged to join the national Sierra Club.
National
Sierra Club members are automatically
associate
members,
whereas to be only an associate
member, a student give a donation of $2 to help finance the
college club. National Sierra Club
members receive monthly bulletins on conservation from their
local chapters, receive bulletins
from the national Sierra Club,
can participate in national Sierra
Club activities, and can vote in
national Sierra Club elections.

rconomy Cleaners
Corner Second & Santa Clara Sts.
100 01:F REGULAR PitiCES
WITH STUDZNT CODY CARD

One Buy Service

eiy9e4i- name .2it Cleannty"
l"
14iipeg15.’i

1/2 PRICE SUIT SALE
VAUGHN’S PRE - HOLIDAY SUIT
SALE . . . our entire stock of suits
including Sather Gate Clothes at 1/2
price. Select from Tweeds, Vested Suits,
Sharkskins, Gabs and Worsteds. Early
selection advisable!
79.50 Suits... NOW 39.75
85.00 Suits... NOW 42.50
89.50 Suits... NOW 44.75
100.00 Suits... NOW 50.00
NOW 57.50
115.00 Suits.
125.00 Suits... NOW 62.50
135.00 Suits.. NOW 67.50

at the new

SCOUNT

/1atn6ohe4
11:47.1 IONS.

BANK CIIIOIT
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Phone: 295-9300
I

MILE RADIUS

125 S. Itli St.
-rii
()1)441110n.

For lots of reasons: It

creates light-hearted conversation, decorates dull
places and makes other
people envious. They’ll
wish they had one.
What more could you ask
of a lamp?

l’he Omega 7’rit)
FREE DELIVERY WITHIN

Al.liark Ave.,
I
nit hoot
Guest speaker will be Or. N,i.
n in Ezger. psychology at 5.15. The. audience will be
invited to participate in an opcil
discussion of the Issues after the
II esentation.
forum series faculty committee is headed by William B.
West, City College philosophy in
of the
e
structor Other membrs
eiimmittee include Robert C. DOJearine G.
ITT%
lift alias A. Bogard,
I
’
,
I
.)...
lit) .ii.)critit

VAUGHN
PRE-HOLIDAY

pi

417 South First

Sit,’’ still be t lie it’ll San Jose
tittai coamitinity

For further info call:
Experimental College
-0-

SJS Establishes Sierra Club This Fall
April an organization called the
Santa Cruz Mountain Trail Association was formed, and 1,500
people built 40 miles of trail in
two days from Castle Rock to
Big Basin,
SJS Sierra Club members are
charter members with this association and will be assigned a
section of trail to maintain and
a new section of trail to build.

lam

Se/ huesday

Si, ebildren "wi.
co out on Halloween lb_

First at Four -Year College
EDITOR’S NOTE: The author is a charter member of
the College of San Mateo
sierra Club and has been a national sierra Club member for
three years.
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’’The bowl of puncn was devoured every five minutes," Miss
Shaffer said. "And the cookies
%%ere gone in the 1ir,1
and -a -half
"The kids are learning how to
play- with other children and to
notice sounds and so the experience of learning how to trick or-treat was good." she said.
Tours of the hospital on Friday
were arranged so that nosturned

r

t11.1’-5

I

9:o) p.m.

Maybe the price? Just ten
dollars. Not bad for a light
of your life.

I want to be first on my block to own__
of your lamps.
Lamps are 17’’ tall and have molded, lull color plastic shade.
I’ve enclosed a check or money order tor
,
(Stain. ppd.)
Check payable to Colt 45 Light ’No cash or stamps.
Name
Address
..
State
City
_
Zip
Mail to Coll 45 Light The Nation ii Br.-,..ing company,
Box 1800. Baltimore. Maryland 21203.

Morday, November 3, 1949

Ili-MTARTAN DATT.T

Play Tells Black History

Spartaguide
TODAY
oof
Soviets tor the trls
Managensent,
in Calaveras Hoot:.
ion. F:xecut it
schiNluled. All busin
vited.
Voltam! (.141111ktl". Christian SIM’stn. it p.m.. Chairel
ciliation, 300 S. 10th St A communion service for All Soul’s Day
is sehoduled. A time to remember
the
Car..r.. in Education,
p rn

34

I., meet in Joe Wes! liaR, resiih ti.v hall cafeteria. Dr. Robert
is who" Uteri to speak on
--lion." All residence hall
welcome. He is on the
;.144oy school Imard
’40

R NOW

Iranian Students Association.
7::111 p.m for infrormat ion on locarpal call 294-3756. Persian les--gals are scheduled. Interested
persons contact sponsor at above
number.

XEROX COPIES -NO MINIMUM

Satisfaction guaranteed - FREE C.c.11ating - 7 colors PLUS
paper available at no
legal and 3 hole punch
bond paper for
extra cost. 100% Rag
sheet extra.

thesis at I c per

The Humanist Community of
A I ESEC, 7 pm., Calaveras
Room, College 17nion. Special
meeting. "What is AMSEC and
Blow to Ciell It" will be discussed. All memlxrs urged to attend.
American Institute of Chemical
E329. Dr.
Engineers, 7:30
.iohn Henry will speak on "Energy For The Future." He is an
economist at Stanford Research
Institute.
PI Omega Pi, 7 p.m., Mont alvo
Room. College Union. All business education majors an -1 minors
invited.

San Jose is sponsoring the Intitact production of "In White America" at 8 p.m. on Thui salty at

NOW
IN PAPERBACK

$1.50 for adults. Tickets may be
obtained at the door or front
Walden Pond Books or Kaleidoscope Books.

the First Unitarian Church, 160
N. Third.
"In White America" is a documentary play telling the story
of black history in America. It
was prepived by Martin B. Duberman, an assistant p-afessor of
history at Princeton.
After the performance there
will be an opportunity for the audie,oe to discuss the play with
the cast.
Contributions $1 for students,

Phi Upsilon Omicron (home
economics honor society) 3:30
p.m.. HI. Practice for the initiation of new members is scheduled.

New Fellowship
Kappa Kappa Gamma Fraternity has announced it will award
a $3000 fellowship to an SJS
graduate coed

for

the

1970-71

academic year.
Applications are available in
the Financial Aids Office, according to Donald R. Ryan, financial
aids director.

k

by John Henrik Cla
Malcolm X
That Girl
From Boston by Robert !Zimmer
The Beastly
J.P. Donleavy
Beatitudes
Of Balthazar. B.

134 E. San Fernando

$1.95

CAL BOOK

Spartan Daily Classifieds

ERROR FREE TYPING SERVICE on our new IBM MT/ST typewriter for all your typing needs - thesis, term papers, resumes.

GNOMON COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos (between 10th & 11th Rs.)
San Jos( - 297-7550

UNDER NEW
MAPAGEMENT
t1 LAST
A CCMAITE MEAL
ONLY 49c

BEG F3ARNEY

French riles & Coke
If you haven I inad b Burney.
you don’t know what you’re
missing! Two delicious hamburger
patties, cheese, lettuce. pickle.
and our own s3.e:i +I ,:itire on a
double deck rue Try it with
French Fries and a Coke today!
Regular Price 84c

Intramurak

ANNOUNCEMENTS

I

NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stuAlpha Tau Omega will try to , s a -d licensed pilots.
Four aircraft.
niembership foe & monthly dues.
make a clean sweep of intramural
sr 248-8484.
.
football titles today when they
YOGA 8 MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs.
face Thelta Chi for the All Col9.30. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J.
- by Sri A. Alexr.ndrou.
lege Championship at 3:45 at
GET TOGETHER ORIENTALS - GTO
south campus.
JADES ’
t.
’nn
It will be a rematch of the
fraternity title game ATO won
THL DELTA GAMMA CRICKETEERS
last week over TC, 7-0.
WILL STRIKE AGAIN.
Both clubs won first round
1. E CRICKET
games. ATO over Me and Theml
and TC over the Sunshine Boys,
AUTOMOTIVE (2/
to qualify for the title tilt today.
Bruce Wood threw four touch- ! ’64 MGB, overdrive, wire wheels, $750.
25- P660. if no answer, try again.
down passes in leading Alpha Tau
Omega’s No. 2 team to a 30-12
win against Zoo No. 2 in last
week’s lower division championship game.
Hunch and soccer competition
begins today at 6:30 and ;5:45
p.m. respectively. Intramural di lector Dan Unruh urges all managers to check their schedules to
insure no confusion exists concerning time and place of games.

’63 OLDS - new fires, good condition,
4 i
e
$600. Phone 243.033, cues. or
2’78
e eetric starter.
YAMAHA 1 .5cc
Seet B in $2C7 266-5233.
P
iis
h..

4

’59 CHEV., CONY., CLEAN. WORTH
N. ds Engine Work, $125. Con’
Bob Bowles. 294-2921, Moulder

idons, camber co-np., tech, rnetalic
cn blk. int. Immaculate inode and
,
S3’,0 794.91’0 after 6.
’60 A.H. "BUGEYE" Sprite, roll bar. ,
od, new clutch, tires,’
.
.e ,
287 208.
59 FORD Galaxie 2 dr. Hdtp. Auto.,
row tires, good cond.. clean,
The SJS Planning and Place- 1$25c
- Lest offer. 298-7951. Karen.
ment center, 122 S. Ninth St.. ’.
5511- MGA
GT Engine & Trans.
is now taking sign ups for the New paint, tires, excel. mech, cond,
second job interview festival to 114000 miles. $1350 or best offer. Call
7433 after 6 pin.
be held Dec. 4-5.
:6 I VW CAM 71132:
copnrcf,.. ’fret
All students interested in job!

Job Fest Dec. 4-5

interviews in the fields of busi- ; .
14.4 cmr;-;
ness and the liberal arts are in. ’el ALFA VELOCE
brakes. re
vited to sign up between 9 a.m.
5000. 286-5822
’ and 4:30 p.m., any day prim- to
-65 VW
,73,e$191e9n5t.
the Nov. 13 deadline.
Major corporations from the 2 .
bay area and San Jose will be on ’65 OLDS. 88, Pdf:rirr Sn.rq and Brakes
hand to interview potential
’
’4.... Paint Job. $1200. Cell
SJS,
employees, Mrs. Virginia Rogers.
’SE
Austin
Healey:
PN-2 Le Mans. Body
a Center co-ordinator, announced
.
Tires, lots of new
Friday.
2::,0708.
_0
,/. 4 Brand New 15 Am. Mags for MG.
"...Mere
2c.7 3825.

g

rtEr;-;q, ,£’4.

Has your girl
been glum lately?

1965 VESPA,
new

,

ELECTRIC aOLID BODY GUITAR, Case HARMONY HOUSE - Room
a- d Amplifier $75 - excellent cond’tio^ Board for Men only. Large rooms.
with game tables and 2 T
MOT
Call 248-6582 after 5:00 p.m.
$95/mo. Applications now taken
semester. 345 E. William. 287
sprirq
HELP WAN.TED 141
0209.
MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus VENTURE 1 - Coed living center with
servicing customers in established terri- heated (mol. spacious lounge, color TV.
tory. At least 15 hrs. to spare. Require- $450 semester for room 8 board. Why
ments: neat appearance and car, Cell for pay more? Now taking applications for
appointment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush spring seer. Open year around. 525 S.
9th 287-4885.
COPTIperly.
PART TIME work evenings & weekends. FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Immediately to share apt. with 2 girls
TRAID CORPORATION.
Nov. 1st. $42.5Q/mo. 164 E. Reed #1
1. Neat Appearance, Male/Female
287-3642.
2. Must Have Car
NEED
2 GIRL roommates to share nice
3. No Experience Necessary
If you read well you can earn $50 to cozy house with me, close to campus.
Only
$62/mo.
Cell 286-8200.
$200 per week demonstrating and
placing the amazing FOTRON elec- MALE NEEDED - share groovy 3 bdrm,
with 2 others near Setter St.
tronic automatic camera. Apply in per- house
son Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or Color TV & goodies. S75/mo. complete
Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m. 1760 call Dave 227-1856.
The Alameda, Suite 140.
WANTED - 1 occasional housekeeper,
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sam- but full time. live in. Beautiful 2 bdrm.
ple program full time, part time, steady apt. Must meet basic qualifications work, 4 good men wanted immediately. brunette, petite, si.m. Leave number at
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guorenteed 379.5077 - Earl.
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while WANTED MALE ROOMMATE: 470 Ifth
you learn. Transportation fm. Cell to- St. Call 287-1011. $103.00 for 3 months
day. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
Private Room.
"HEATHERLEE AGENCY now hiring TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
part -f me housekeepers and babysitters. to share room in two bedroom, two bath
call 296 3533 or 294-103."
Apt. $50/mo. Phone 287-3531.
"GROOVY guitar or piano players, NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
singers or bands to play on selected large, one bdrm. apt. near Winchester
weekends in a resort lodge. Little Lodge. House. Need car. Miro. Carolyn 296Bear Valley, Calif. 95223.
8526.
GUYS-GALS Excellent part time job WELL FURN. 2 bdrm. apt. (paneling
for ambitious student. Set your own hours TV, pool with w/w carpet) needs male
nnd work when you want. Easy to earn or attractive coed. $58/mo. 400 block
$100 mo, and up. Just ask another stu- S. 11th. Call 292-9865,
dent. Call Dave after 4. 736-1757.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES. Neat, furMALES - Work Lunch hours 8 Early nished apt. on N. 4th. Non-smokers only.
Morning hours at Red Barn, 6th
$45/me. Call 296-4674.
Santa Clara. $1.65/hr. plus free/lunch. GIRL to share Apt. on N. 4th
$61.50
Well work with your schedule. ,
per month. Non -Smoker preferred. Utilities
included.
Call
286-4674,
GIRLS - share your skills! Nee* GirL
Scout troops need YOUR help. Cell FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Grad or
869-4289 anytime.
upper division to share ,x, bedroom
apt. $45’ S. 9th. No, 7. 2954696.
HOUSING 151
UPPER DIVISION FEMALE roommate to
share quiet apt. 2 blodis from campus.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2 NonSmeker, $40/mo. 286 9874.
bedroom apt. $77/mo. Furnished, clean. NEED .one more Fiuman Being for 3
452 S. 4th St. 298.7179 Dave,
bedroon5-2 bath house in W. Glen.
Complete privacy-spacious bedroom
fully equipped kitchen, living room with
THREE BEDROOM HOME
Lovely older home, completely lure. TV. HiFi, stereo tape, piano. Patio, BBQ
within walking distance from camps Photo Darkroom $70. Call 269-5747,
Available Nov. 20, $210/mo. 1st & last WANTED: I IIDRM. APT. near campus
mos. deposit required. FACULTY OR by Nov. IS. Have small doq. Call 293STAFF ONLY, Call Mr. Roy 244-3650. 6952 or H. Ec, Ole. MWfh 1-5.

inn, good tires,
295.6191.

HOURS

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 10 A.M.-I2 MIDNIGHT

PERSONALS (71
HATHA YOGA & MEDITATION. Tani,
8 Thurs. eve. 7:3049.30. 70 Flawth,rn
Way, S.J. 286-5487. Sri A. Alerr-dro,.:,
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING
CENTER tin Palo Alto) SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 1 by SPORTIN’ LIFE $3.00. Am, car and beginners welcome.
Start any time between 6 and 9 p.m.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY BUNNY
Lc,e, Punkin
CATHY, JOHN & GROUP-MUCHAS
GRACIAS - FOR A WONDERFUL
BIRTHDAY.
THE RABBITT
WILL THE PERSON who found Andres
Michel’s glasses please phone again. 2587524,
SERVICES 1131
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
Esc he’s, 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can Ed3. 5 miles from campus. Mn.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $136 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
EXPERIENCED TYPING Master - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tarnberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
PHOTOGRAPHY - small custom lab
can dn just about anything you need in
the way of fine quality photographic
wed,. Special prices for club fund
raising projects. Write INFINITY
PHOTO, Box 9038 or call Jim 257-1466
Of Ralph 247-0755 evenings.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose,
258-4336 149’ Bahama Way.
LOVING CARE for child 3-5 yrs, by
wife of SJS student in Li,. ,,ome. large
vard, balanced meals. 259 5150.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

JET CHARTERS to Europe & New York
from $139 round trip. No fee. Contact
Prof. David Maga at 293.1033.
DRIVING FROM Palo Alto for early
idrS of car pool. 326.
classes neel

AKIN Al

,. CORVETTE CO3NV’..Nn
.,,s. ,i "2-P.?27
,, 1,e
Brain.
D500. Gus, 2, t 247
be 1964 VW Dello,’ bi.s. E. cond.. Good
recent valve lb. Trailer hclkup
r.250
..
RSA
kJ

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 10 A.M.-I I P.M.

LOST: PERSCRIPTION GLASSES Lens
are tinted. Lost 10 27 in or new Eng.
Bidg. $5 REWARD. Contact 378-7769,
LOST: MOSAIC BRACELET - Much
sentimental
.e. Call 298-7356, Lost
10’15/69.

TRANSPORTATION 19)

’63 RAMBLER AMER. -I. shift. good
,ii
..-i
:for. $300.
% n ,^,
-,
kt6

LOST AND FOUND 161

Kt‘t
Aff..41(E.50Ai
Atas

’6i 5

OS
OkiltIllw6 1
Dtitura
fitE.11-

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

FOR SALE (3)
FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS 0th pi.rchase of Gold Earrings.
- 5’ ’
r. td for appointment. 29740 S. Ist St. Downtown.
%
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
kCemOir’l Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
I Furs. Leather 8, Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store.
1 375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
Hoc’s 11.6. Closed Mondays.
HOLLEY 730. DUAL FEED and air clean I em $35. LIGHT SHOW -Screen 2x4 feet
1 i 365. Call 293-3220.
RECORD SALE! I have connections with
4 wholesaler and can supply all the cur-nlnl
A t Ls0
..P6 rec.p.
o...c:s ,,,i
nf 1 a40;3.00
for
even.discount
$
$6.00 L.P.’s for $3.60. etc. All sales are
on, a special order basis. Place your
order by Tues, pick-up on Fri. of the
imn week. Hours are 3.5 M.F. Come
in and ware an order or call in. 287.
14’
’.- - Rm. 1021, Waffle Towers.
. -.ate.
STEREO PHONO AM/FM RADIO Cram.
! wii.pi ini-. Was $110 new, sell for $80
or best offer. 287-3833.
§

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 -1 - 1:30-3:30

4

Lift up her outlook
with
-WOurerJ
VALUABLE

COUPON

We’reIiBiR N E

40

BIG

NewY
ATRIO

B’G BARNEY, french fries, and I5c drink all
;4-, 49c with this coupon. LIMIT ONE TRIO
PER COUPON. One coupon per family at
an time. Clip and present to RED BARN at
750 E. Santa Clara St.
NAME
ADDRESS
\115
1011 It I \I’11:1
I. Ple9
V

9th & Santa Clara
ACKI00000300Coli

Read and Use

Cr

Spartan Daily Classified Ads
If 11 11 IN t FPI/ DI’VNEff
1111 MI, (.111 MIN

?i x!"

4

Minimum
Three lines
One dey

3
4
5
6

linos
kes
lines
lines

Add this
amount Inr
each addi
Ilona, line

//rifJ40,e/
a
4

Profit

I

Three days

Four days

Flee do’s

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
-1.164.00

.50

.50

.50

El Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

No refunds on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Two days

7 Announcements (I)
C Automotive (2)
For Saki (3)

Ft

7AT LET WE HAVE A MESH:ENT WHO K74O,N5 NON TO
441.401-E 01.112. PIS6i2eNT 9,1_1("Ek1T

Ono day

’50

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

--,

4

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

For
Convenience and

(i(

CLASSIFIED RATES

I ’1

ko.se 1/171arie

TUES.-THURS.
10-12 - 2:30-3:30

O Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
o Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plane allow 2 days atter placing for ed to appear.

Days

